LESONAL
BASECOAT WB GT
FAST FINISH WITH
PERFECT COLOR AND
PREMIUM RESULTS

GREAT FINISH. FAST.

www.lesonal.uk

SUPERB COLOR CONSISTENCY
AND A FAST, HIGH QUALITY FINISH
Lesonal Basecoat WB GT provides premium
color accuracy, increased efficiency and
perfect end-results to bodyshops looking to
improve every aspect of their performance.
Available in a wide variety of toners, including
metallic, pearls, xirallics and solids, this one-

component system is specifically designed
for refinishing passenger cars, but performs
equally well on light commercial vehicles.
Basecoat WB GT can be used conveniently
on a wide variety of jobs, in most types of
application, without changing the spraying
technique.

FEATURES

BENEFITS
Shorter process times per job

Short flash-off time between basecoat and clearcoat

Higher throughput
Increased profitability
Lower energy consumption and cost per job
Minimal training required

Wide application window

High flexibility in application
Full control with regard to color accuracy and appearance
Saves on labor costs and boosts painter performance

EXCELLENT EFFICIENCY

Basecoat WB GT is fast and efficient. It benefits from
short flash-off times and needs less material per job,
optimizing both process efficiency and bodyshop
profitability. It mixes easily without special additives
or activator and has a simple application process that
delivers a smooth, even finish.

PERFECT END RESULTS

Basecoat WB GT is supremely easy to use, with minimal
training required. It delivers a guaranteed smooth and
cloudiness-free appearance before clearcoat application,
while its wide application window and good flow ensure
premium end-results across all types of repairs.

Even flash-off
Smooth flow and uniform appearance prior to clearcoat
application

Confidence in a perfect result before clearcoat
application
Full control of the end result
Minimized risk of costly reworks
Keeps blending simple

Blending without any special additives

EXCEPTIONAL COLOR ACCURACY

Fast and invisible
Speeds up process times
Reduced inventory costs

Combine Basecoat WB GT with AkzoNobel’s state-of-theart digital color platform, through advanced color tools
like Automatchic™ and the MIXIT™ database of
2+ million colors, plus additional specialty pigments
in SEC toners, for the ultimate in color precision. It
empowers bodyshops to deliver a great color match
every time, across the full market color range.

Fast drying and dries hard

Meet tight turnaround times with faster speeds and
increased process efficiency
Less material consumption
Less mixing errors

Easy dosing

Saves time when mixing small amounts
Higher color accuracy

EFFICIENT

Fast flash-off times and lower consumption

ACCURATE

Superb color accuracy

PERFECT

Smooth, consistent and cloudiness-free

Three month potlife, without additives
Great color accuracy

Material cost savings
Reduced waste
Customer satisfaction and retention
New business potential

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
LESONAL BASECOAT WB GT

Gently shake each Basecoat WB GT toner prior to use

Mixing Ratio

Ready For Use (RFU)
Basecoat WB GT

Mixing stick

At high temperatures / low humidity:
In case of high temperatures / low humidity, Lesonal Activator WB can be added up
to a maximum of 20%

Equipment

Spray gun set-up:
1.3-1.4 mm

Application pressure:
1.7-2.2 bar at the air inlet
HVLP max 0.6-0.7 bar at the air cap

Application

Solids colours:
2 x 1 coat

Metallic and pearl colours:
2 x 1 coat + effect coat

Flash-off

Between coats:
Until completely matt

Before clearcoat:
Until completely matt

Recoatability

All Lesonal clearcoats

Protection

Use suitable respiratory protection
Akzo Nobel Car Refinishes recommends the use of fresh air supply respirator

For fast finish and superb color accuracy, visit www.lesonal.uk

